
Week 2-1
String, java conventions



Calling methods

double s = Math.random();
//Needs: import java.util.Math;

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in); 
String input = sc.nextLine(); 

Random r = new Random(); 
int x = r.nextInt(100);
//returns a number between 0 and 100



Converting

//int -> double
//int can go to a double 
//but double cannot go into an int 
//without casting

int x = (int) 1.0;
double d = (double) 1;



Existence of variable

for (int x = 0; x<10; x++)
{

//Looping
}
x = 10;
//Does variable x exists?



{ } convention
//add four spaces (tabulation) under 
//a {

for(int i = 0; i<10; i++)
{
    //Yeah I added 4 spaces
}  
//remove 4 spaces before putting your
//closing bracket

//By convention{} have to be vertically 
//aligned



Printing

String s = “ “;
System.out.print(s);
//print a space and does not jump 
//line

System.out.println(s);
//print space and jump line

System.out.print(“\n”);
//print a jump line command



String type
String s = “1”; 
int i = 1;

boolean b = (s == i); 
//impossible to compare; not the 
//same type

//One variable has to be translated
String s2 = “”+i; 
//or 
String s2 = String.valueOf(i);



Loops
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)
{
}

while(expression)
{
}

while(true)
{
}



Looping keywords
while(true)
{

break;
//Will break the loop and 
//continue on the program

}

for(int i = 0; i<10; i++)
{

if(i%2 == 0)
continue; 

//Will skip the rest of the loop
System.out.println(i); 

}



Counting
How many throws of one dice do you 
need on average so you have two 
consecutive throws with the same 
values?  

e.g.
throw nb 1: 2
throw nb 2: 5
throw nb 3: 3
throw nb 4: 3

It needed 4 throws
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Counting

Simulating throwing a dice. 
-Random number
-Counting the throws
-Compare the new throw to the 
previous one
-Repeat until you find two 
consecutive



Counting

Average throws
-Simulate multiple instances of 
throwing
-Proceed large amount of throws (n)
-Keep track of the numberOfThrows 
done so far (m)
-The average is then m/n



Variable naming
//Unicode letters and digits + $ + _
//case sensitive 

//Camel Case
int legoSetNumberBricks = 10; 

//One letter variable is generally bad
int i = 0; //but sometimes useful





Variables using
//Beginning program should be  
//variables

int x;
Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.In);

//Start process
While(x<50)
{

x = sc.nextInt(); 
}



Extras

• Can you make you find the average number 
of throw for 3 consecutive throws of one 
die? 



Resources

• Java review - http://docs.oracle.com/javase/
tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/ 

• Java convention - http://www.oracle.com/
technetwork/java/javase/documentation/
codeconvtoc-136057.html 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/codeconvtoc-136057.html

